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There will be one 15-minute intermission.
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WARNING Please be advised that this production contains theatrical haze, use of tobacco products,
DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Elmer Rice delivered *Street Scene* to a largely conventional New York theatre world during the Jazz Age, struggled to find a producer willing to take it on, directed it himself (when George Cukor walked after two days of rehearsal), and, despite all hardships, won the 1929 Pulitzer Prize for drama. The play is a huge dramatic mural encompassing New York City street life, working class blues, bias towards immigrants and racial groups, radical political argument, the longing for intimacy, the collapse of traditional roles, violence, nihilism, tenderness and hope. In *Street Scene*, the idea of the melting pot gets a rigorous reality check, and Rice’s unique dramatic creation illuminates our present American moment with authenticity, soul and power.

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Robert Bailey teaches directing and acting at USC and has staged over a dozen School of Dramatic Arts productions. He earned his degree in theatre arts and dramatic literature from Brown University and was awarded upon graduation with a Samuel Arnold Fellowship to work with renowned theatrical innovator Jerzy Grotowski at the Polish Laboratory Theatre in Wroclaw. In New York, he was associated with several leading theatres, including Circle Repertory Company, Ensemble Studio Theatre, American Place Theatre, the Williamstown Theatre Festival and the Actors Studio, often working on first productions of new plays. His directing won praise in *The New York Times*, *New York* magazine and the *Village Voice*. His most recent production in Los Angeles was Eugene O’Neill’s rarely-produced late masterpiece, *A Touch of the Poet*, at Pacific Resident Theatre. He conducts ongoing workshops for stage and film directors (www.thedirectorsworkshop.com).
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We hope you will consider becoming a member. For more information about giving to the School of Dramatic Arts, please contact Sara Fousekis at 213-821-4047 or fousekis@usc.edu.
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TICKET PRICES
Plays: General $15, USC Students/Faculty/Staff with ID $8
Musicals: General $20, USC Students/Faculty/Staff with ID $10

PERFORMANCES
Thurs & Fri at 7:30 p.m., Sat at 2:30 & 8 p.m. and Sun at 2:30 p.m.
(Except where noted)

For more information about our shows, visit
dramaticarts.usc.edu
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